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Background
• Excellence
– Ubiquitous concept for assessing merit of researchers
– Selecting the most suitable persons and proposals
– Conceived as impartial and objective, but
measurable?

• Critique from a gender perspective
– Assessment is a social process and practice
– Bias arises from …
• social dynamics of decision making processes
• Gender stereotypes and norms
• Gendered criteria and practices

Case Study and research questions
• Case Study: European Research Council (ERC)
– Starting Grant 2014
– Focus on Life Science Domain
– Study commissioned by ERC under FP7

• Research questions:
– Does gender influence grant decision making?
– If so, how does gender bias occur?

Methods and Data
• Data:
– Application, CV, review reports, WoS data, panel
scores, earlier grants, earlier positions and
collaborations, personal characteristics)
– Interviews with panelists on decision making

• Methods:
– Regression: does gender bias exist?
Past performance (bibliometrics, earlier grants, network), gender -> score

– Content analysis of interview protocols:
Mechanisms explaining gender bias

Evidence for gender bias?

yes

number highly cited (10%) papers
journal impact
earlier grants
quality network
average nr coauthors
average nr international coauthors
higher score nearby panelist
female versus male

Estimate
0.124
1.133
0.184
0.003
-0.095
0.281
0.584
-0.349

Ordinal regression; Link function: Logit
Pseudo R2 (Nagelkerke) = 0.308
Bootstrapped: 2000 samples; confidence interval 95%

Sig.
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.079
0.010
0.016

95% Confidence Interval
0.042
0.207
0.917
1.35
0.126
0.241
0.002
0.004
-0.156
-0.033
-0.032
0.595
1.031
0.138
-0.634
-0.065
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Explaining gender bias I
• Gendered Criteria
– Criteria are reproducing inequalities of the
research system
• Reflecting male norms and standards
• Strong focus on publication record, independence or
mobility

– Inequalities are reinforced through a vicious circle
– Indirect form of bias as it reproduces

Explaining gender bias II
• Gendered norms and stereotypes
– Women are perceived by reviewers as less able to
deliver ground breaking and excellent research
• Not ambitious, less risk taking, content, modest, immobile

– Disadvantage as perception of women does not
conform to the ideal of a male researcher
– Double bind: if women violate these stereotypes they
are penalised
• Their performance is not assessed as authentic or genuine

Explaining gender bias III
• Gendered practices
– Reviewers observe that male and female
applicants are treated differently
– Criteria are applied unequally – for women but
not for men
• Reviewer assume that men are independent but
women are not: “[panel members] bring it
[independence] up more as an issue with females and
they tend to oversee it for males”

– Male applicants benefit as their weaknesses are
not addressed

Explaining gender bias IV
• Suboptimal evaluation practices
– Several forms of these practices were identified
•
•
•
•

Reviewers rely on their personal understanding of excellence
Reviewers apply different criteria for excellence
Reviewers weigh criteria differently
Additional and/or informal criteria are applied

– Candidates are evaluated on different grounds
• subjective, opaque and incomparable assessments
• More likely to be influenced by stereotypes and gender bias

Explaining gender bias V
Panel composition (1)
Female success rate influenced by:
• Number female panelists
(Negative!)
• International variety
• Overall success rate
• Seems to hold when
controlling for performance

Beta
Constant

t

Sig.

-0.977

0.330

Share F panelists

-0.151

-2.094

0.038

# Countries in panel

0.122

1.71

0.089

Overall success rate

0.444

6.187

0.000

Explaining gender bias V
• Panel composition (2)

Proximity

• Nepotism
• Men profit more

Success rate

No

11.5%

yes

15.5% (+ 35%)

Yes (male)

16.8% (+ 46%)

Yes (female)

12.0% (+ 4.3%)

Conclusions
• Excellence:

– What is practiced as merit and excellence is highly ambiguous and diverse
– Merit seems to be assessed differently for men and women, resulting in
gender bias
– Gender bias occurs through an interplay of gendered criteria, suboptimal
evaluation practices, gendered stereotypes, gendered evaluation practices
and nepotism

• Recommendations

– Clearly defined criteria and process guidelines
– More gender awareness and competence in evaluation panels

• Limitations:

– Single grant, single year and focussed on LS
– Not clear yet …

• Which mechanism has the strongest influence on bias
• Interconnectedness between mechanisms
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careers
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